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Editor’s Preface

Home Life in Bible Times has served church school teach-
ers and students of Scripture since 1947. The author, Dr. Arthur
W. Klinck, died in 1959. Prior to his death he reworked the
first edition to bring it up to date. His changes and additions
were incorporated into the Revised (Second) Edition.

To keep Home Life in Bible Times current for our day, we
asked Dr. Erich H. Kiehl to provide a new set of changes and
additions. Dr. Kiehl has studied biblical history and archaeol-
ogy extensively. Much of this study took place in Egypt, Jor-
dan, and Palestine. He also helped Dr. Klinck’s widow orga-
nize and display the dioramas on the campus of Concordia
Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri.

This new edition, Everyday Life in Bible Times, builds the
scenery that sets the stage for the study of the Old and New
Testaments. The background information will enrich church
school classes and personal Bible study. For example:

• Dozens of passages in Scripture use pictures related to
the harvesting of grain. The material found in “Cutting
and Binding the Grain” and “Threshing and Winnow-
ing” in chapter 2 explains how harvesters carried out
these procedures.

• Biblical betrothal laws and customs differ significantly
from customs in most lands today. The discussion under
“Betrothal and Marriage” in chapter 8 will help you bet-
ter understand Abraham’s arrangements for Isaac (Gen-
esis 24:2–9), Joseph’s relationship with Mary (Matthew
1:18–25), and other passages.

Everyday Life in Bible Times will help you become more
familiar with life in the biblical world. May this great tool help
you get into and understand the Word of God as revealed in
the Scriptures.

Arnold E. Schmidt, Editor
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Chapter 3

Vineyards 
and Orchards

One can hardly overestimate the importance of fruit in
Palestinian life. In fact, grapes and olives, along with grain,
were the most important crops of Palestine. The words wine,
vine, vineyard, vintage, and grapes are used so frequently in
Scripture that they show the importance of this fruit to the total
economy.

Climate and soil were ideal for their culture. While the
rough nature of many hilly sections made it almost impossi-
ble to grow wheat or barley, a fig tree or two could take root
and find nourishment. On the stony hillsides, too barren even
for sheep and goats to find food, grew great networks of
grapevines. They were firmly rooted in some pocket of rich
soil that was hidden in a deep crevice of the forbidding lime-
stone waste. In land too loose and sandy to insure a surface
crop, the hardy and long-lived olive, striking its roots deep,

defied the blazing sun of summer through year after year of
drought. Besides furnishing food and drink to the people of

Grapevine rooted in Cross section of a terraced
a crevice vineyard
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Palestine itself, the vine and olive and other fruit trees sup-
plied great quantities of their products for export. These were
exchanged for copper, iron, precious stones, spices, oint-
ments, and other commodities.

Building and Caring for the Vineyard
Reclaiming the hillsides and planting the vines.

Grapevines grew wild in many sections of Palestine. However,
the people were not satisfied with the wild variety or with the
haphazard method in which they grew on the hillsides. Even
at the time of the Hebrew conquest the land was covered with
vineyards bearing clusters of grapes that amazed the spies sent
by Moses (Numbers 13:23–27). The Israelites built up and
expanded this industry. Their care of their vineyards is a sym-
bol of God’s care for Israel, His vineyard (Psalm 80:8–19; Isa-
iah 5:1–2).

As with agriculture, the hillside often had to be cleared of
stones, which were dug up with hoes or mattocks. Thorns and
thistles were taken out, and the hillside was then terraced so
sufficient soil could be found to nourish a full stand of
grapevines (Isaiah 5:1–2; Micah 1:6). The terraces often had
stones at one side to keep soil from washing away. The best
location was at the foot of the hillside. There the vines could
get enough exposure to air and sunshine, and the ground that
at times washed down the hill was richer and moister than
anywhere else.

The choicest shoots were then planted. They were care-
fully pruned, cultivated, and trained along the ground or over
the terrace wall in the vineyard or about the home (1 Kings
4:25; Hosea 2:12). Most vines today grow along the ground in
the shade of their own leaves. In this way they would get the
benefit of dew after the rain stopped early in May.

The care of the vineyard. After about three years the
vines were allowed to bear fruit. With proper care and skill-
ful pruning, they would produce for many years. The vineyard
required more faithfulness and care by the farmer than any
other process on his farm. Sometimes booths were constructed
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on the hillside. Four upright poles were covered with a net-
work of twigs and leaves to protect the workers from the sun.

Watchtower and watchmen. A watchtower was usually
built in the vineyard. A member of the family or a servant
watched over the vineyard in the ripening period to make sure
that none of the crop could be stolen. Isaiah 52:8 states: “Your
watchmen shall lift up their voices, with their voices they shall
sing together; for they shall see eye to eye when the Lord
brings back Zion.” So too a warning was passed along, as
nothing escaped the eyes of so many. These are the towers
or mizpahs mentioned in Scripture. They also served as
fortresses to guard valuables and offer protection to the peo-
ple in the vineyard.

In order to protect the vines from the “little foxes” (Song of
Solomon 2:15) and other marauders, the vineyard might be
fenced in with a wall six or seven feet high. It had a tall, often
circular, watchtower of stone. The whole family might live
there during the harvest. From the roof they could carefully
observe the maturing crop in order to guard it against thieves.
(See Isaiah 5:1–7 and Song of Solomon 2:15.)

Harvesting and Pressing the Grapes
The grape harvest. The grape harvest usually began

sometime in August and went into September. The bunches
of grapes were cut off with knives, gathered into large baskets,
and taken at once on the backs of men or of donkeys to the

Grape cluster and
Watchtower in a vineyard pruning knife Ancient baskets
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winepress. There the juice was extracted before decay or fer-
mentation set in.

The construction of the winepress. In the lower por-
tion of the vineyard itself, or in the valley beneath, the owner
“dug a winepress” (Matthew 21:33). Quarrying out of the solid
rock if possible, he cut a vat. It was roughly square or circu-
lar in shape, around six to eight feet in diameter and from
one to two feet in depth, similar to the familiar wading pools
in many parks. From this shallow depression a number of
channels led through the rock to one or more deeper trough-
like containers quarried alongside, but at a lower level than
the first.

The use of the winepress. The men poured the grapes into
the shallow upper basin to the depth of about a foot. They
tramped around and around in the slippery mass until they
had reduced the grapes to a pulp and the juice flowed freely
through the channels to the lower vat. Here the seeds and
other solid matter gradually settled to the bottom. One of the
workers then dipped off the juice into large jars or directly into
wineskins. He then loaded these into carts or on the backs of
donkeys and transported them home.

The work of pressing grapes was, in itself, extremely tiring
and disagreeable. The wine pressers trudged in the slippery
pulp, holding to the branches of a convenient tree or to each
other’s hands to keep from falling. They lightened their bur-
den by making a festival of the occasion. Handclapping, merry
shouts, and song made the tramping easier. Accompanied by
a piper who with inspiring music encouraged them to speed
up their tempo, they literally danced about in the winepress.

Rock-hewn winepress
a. upper vat
b. lower vat
c. channel
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Their quick steps made their tramping all the more effective.
(See Judges 9:27, “they went out … and gathered grapes from
their vineyards and trod them, and made merry.” Isaiah 16:10
prophesies, “Gladness is taken away, and joy from the plenti-
ful field; in the vineyards there will be no singing, nor will
there be shouting; no treaders will tread out wine in their
presses; I have made their shouting cease.”) During the rest
periods the wine pressers refreshed their bodies with the fresh
grape juice or with the wine of other years. Conversation, rid-
dles, and jokes filled these moments.

This scene of enthusiasm and levity contrasts sharply with
the prophetic picture of the suffering Savior in Gethsemane,
saying, “I have trodden the winepress alone” (Isaiah 63:3).
There is no one to help Him. He tramples, but no one pipes
a tune to His solitary labors. He takes with Him Peter and
James and John, but repeatedly they fall asleep when He
needs them most. The anguish, the bloody sweat, the scourg-
ing, and the crucifixion must be endured—alone. Alone He
works out the salvation of the world.

Other methods of extracting the juice. Very likely other
methods of pressing grapes were also used in ancient Pales-
tine. The Egyptian monuments show a sack filled with grapes
hung horizontally in an upright wooden frame. The workers
inserted a stick through the end of the sack and gradually
twisted the sack until they had wound it up tightly, thus
expelling all the juice.

Modern Palestinians also extract the last of the juice from
the solid matter in the winepress. They mix the pulp with clay
until it forms a thick sticky mass. Then they heap it up, bind

Sack-type winepress Large storage jars for wine
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it about with vines and fiber, and set a great flat stone upon
the top of the pile. Upon this stone they exert additional pres-
sure by throwing their own weight upon the end of a pole,
hooked under a convenient rock, and resting upon the top of
the stone. Very likely this method was also in use 2,000 years
ago.

Wine and Other Grape Products
The process of making wine. In the home the wine was

allowed to go through its first process of fermentation, which
ordinarily began within a few days. After several weeks work-
ers poured it off the lees, or sediment (Isaiah 25:6), and
allowed it to ferment again. Then they might place it in large
jars of stone and store it until needed.

More likely, however, they would use wineskins for this
purpose. These are the “bottles” of the Bible. A wine bottle
was made out of a goatskin, sewn together where it had been
cut to remove it from the carcass. This formed a sack that
could be tied at the neck and hung up. The resilience of the
new rawhide took up whatever expansion might result from
the process of fermentation. Of course, no one would think
of putting “new wine into old wineskins,” since the old dried
and cracked skins from the previous year were unsafe
(Matthew 9:17).

Fresh grape juice and grape honey. God’s people in
Bible times liked to drink fresh grape juice in season. The hot
climate and the lack of knowledge of fruit canning made it
impossible to keep the juice in the fresh form for more than a
few weeks. To preserve some of the fresh grape flavor, the

Goatskin wine “bottle” Evaporation pan
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housewife placed the juice in large flat pans over a slow fire
and boiled it down until it resembled a thick syrup. This was
known as grape honey or simply honey. Without any further
processing, it was used throughout the year for sweetening, as
a flavoring, and for the many confections prepared by the
Israelites.

Some travelers have suggested that God meant this type of
honey when He spoke of “a land flowing with milk and
honey” (Exodus 3:8), but this interpretation seems unlikely.
Regular honey was plentiful, especially in the wild and rocky
sections of the country (Deuteronomy 32:13; Matthew 3:4). In
the flower-covered Plain of Sharon bees were also domesti-
cated.

Fresh grapes and raisins as food. Ripe grapes were
eaten raw throughout the summer season. They had to be
picked each day, especially if they were to be taken to the
neighboring village market. Large blue grapes, similar to our
Concord variety, were favorites (Genesis 49:11; Isaiah 5:2), but
green, amber, and white ones also grew abundantly. As in the
wheat harvest, passersby were allowed to pick fruit and eat
it, but not to carry it away with them. “When you come into
your neighbor’s vineyard, you may eat your fill of grapes at
your pleasure, but you shall not put any in your container”
(Deuteronomy 23:24).

In order to preserve fruit for the long winter and spring
season, bunches of grapes were made into raisins. Grapes
were picked when not too ripe, dipped into a solution of lye
to remove the waxy covering, dried on a flat rocky spot or
on the clay housetops, dipped in olive oil, and drained again.
While drying, they were sprinkled with olive oil and turned
often to keep the skin soft. They were then left in the hot sun
until thoroughly dehydrated. Raisins were stored in earthen-
ware jugs or bins in the home. Rich in vitamins and minerals,
raisins filled an important requirement of ancient Palestinian
diet. (See 1 Samuel 25:18.)
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The Olive and Olive Oil
The planting and care of olive trees. Olives, wheat, and

grapes are the three important crops in Palestine. Olive trees,
with their beautiful silver-green leaves glistening in the light as
they were swayed by the breeze, flourished throughout Pales-
tine in ancient times. Olives prefer a sandy, somewhat dry soil.
They will thrive where many fruit trees cannot survive.
Canaanites had cultivated the olive long before the conquest.
When the Israelites under Joshua began to take over their
inheritance, they found olive orchards already firmly estab-
lished.

A shoot from a cultivated
olive tree may be planted, or
olives may be grown from
seed and grafted with fresh
twigs from an older tree. Olive
trees grow very slowly, requir-
ing almost 30 years before
they bear a full crop. How-
ever, they reach an extremely
old age. By constant pruning
and grafting, their period of
productivity may be extended

almost indefinitely. Olive trees in the garden of the Church of
All Nations in Jerusalem along the Kidron Valley may have
existed at the time of Christ.

In Romans 11:24 Paul speaks of people being grafted into
His church: “For if you were cut out of the olive tree which is
wild by nature, and were grafted contrary to nature into a
good olive tree, how much more will these, who are the nat-
ural branches, be grafted into their own olive tree?”

Pruning was done with saws and pruning hooks. The
pruning saw of the ancient East, with its pistol-grip wooden
handle and curved blade, was very much like our own. The
Lord tells His people to “beat … their spears into pruning
hooks” (Isaiah 2:4), hooked knives at the end of wooden han-

The growth of an
olive shoot
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dles. These were used to cut off smaller branches with a
downward pull of the handle.

The olive harvest. The olive harvest begins in August,
when the fruit is just beginning to take on a whitish hue but
is still quite firm. Since the olives are still firmly attached to the
tree at this stage and handpicking would take too long, they
are knocked from the tree with sticks. A large cloth is laid
under the tree. Olives for eating are handpicked or shaken off.
Thus the Hebrew word for “picking” olives really means
“knocking.” This process damages the twigs and branches so
much that the yield for the next year is spoiled. A farmer
counts on a crop only every second year. Most of the trees
bear in the same year, so years of plenty alternate with those
of scarcity. Gathering the olives in baskets, the grower trans-
ports them, either slung across his own shoulders or on the
back of a donkey, to the olive press.

As with wheat and grapes, God instructed the people to
leave some olives for the poor. “When you beat your olive
trees, you shall not go over the boughs again; it shall be for
the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow” (Deuteronomy
24:20). “Yet gleaning grapes will be left in it, like the shaking
of an olive tree, two or three olives at the top of the upper-
most bough, four or five in its most fruitful branches, says the
LORD God of Israel” (Isaiah 17:6).

The grafting process
a. shoot Pruning saw and
b. old branch pruning hook
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Oil-pressing equipment. Many varieties of olive presses
exist. The poorer people may simply use a somewhat concave
face of the natural rock. A few olives at a time are placed into
it and ground to a pulp with a stone held in the hand or rolled
by hand over the fruit. Sometimes this process is carried on
in the basin of the winepress.

The oil is extracted most efficiently in an olive mill. Olives
are dumped into its basin. A large millstone fixed to a pole is
rolled around and around upon them until they are completely
crushed. Sometimes a camel or another animal, blindfolded,
is attached to the pole and turns the stone as it walks around
the olive mill. Several varieties of these mechanical mills are in
use in Palestine, and the remains from ancient times show that
the process in those days was very similar.

Grade of olive oil. What-
ever the form of the press, the
operation produced an almost
immediate clean flow of oil,
very light and transparent.
This was separated and put
aside as a first-grade product.
Before long the continued
crushing would add the
brownish tinge of broken pits

and the green of olive skins. The last oil to be extracted might
be very dull in color. The owner commonly kept this oil for
use by his own household, since the better grades brought
higher prices on the market. The last of the pulp might be
put into a sack and fixed into a wooden frame, where it
received the final pressing to remove the last bit of oil. From
the olive press the olive oil was taken in large pottery jars to
the market or to the home.

Uses of olive oil. Perhaps no product was more indis-
pensable to God’s Old Testament people than olive oil. They
used it in the ritual of consecration to the priesthood (Exodus
29:7) and the kingship (1 Samuel 16:13) as well as in the sac-
rifices (Numbers 28:28). It furnished the fuel for lamps and

Ancient olive press
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torches (Exodus 27:20). People used it to anoint the head after
a day in the burning heat (Psalm 23:5; Luke 7:46). After
bathing they anointed their bodies with it. They put olive oil
on their wounds as salve (Luke 10:34). In their bread, their
pastry, and especially in their fried foods, it took the place of
lard, butter, vegetable fats, and salad oils. The people
depended upon it as a natural oil, food, ointment, medicine,
and internal lubricant. As a result they may have spared them-
selves some of the digestive disturbances, bowel troubles,
ulcers, and cancers that our modern age seems to have
accepted as inevitable. As it was, plenty of sickness existed
because of the woeful lack of disposal facilities for garbage
and sewage, the swarms of flies, and the ever-present bacte-
ria of the unsanitary Eastern community environment.

Shepherds and travelers
carried olive oil in containers
made from the hollow horns
of animals, especially those of
cattle and rams.

The olive symbolized na-
tional prosperity (Psalm 52:8).

Among all nations and at all times since the Flood it has been
an emblem of peace. The olive leaf that the dove brought
back to the ark (Genesis 8:11) showed that God’s anger had
abated and that He was once more at peace with the world.

Other Common Fruits
The fig tree. Various kinds of figs were also common in

Palestine. They flourished everywhere, in the open vineyard

Horns of oil

Ancient olive presses
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or near the house. Times of peace and plenty were pictured
as “each man under his vine and his fig tree” (1 Kings 4:25;
Zechariah 3:10; Micah 4:4). When God “struck their vines also
and their fig trees,” there was hunger and despair throughout
Israel. (See Psalm 105:33 and Jeremiah 5:17.)

As winter approaches, the
fig tree sheds its leaves. It
remains bare throughout the
cold months. Rather late in
spring the tips of the branches
begin to thicken into globules.
A few of these may ripen at the
beginning of April (Matthew
21:18–19; Mark 11:12–14;
Hosea 9:10). These are called
the “early fruit” (Isaiah 28:4;

Nahum 3:12). They are not as good as the later figs, but they
are eagerly awaited and considered a special delicacy because
they are out of season (Jeremiah 24:2; Hosea 9:10). Meanwhile
the regular yield of figs is slowly forming on the green shoots
that grew in spring. The summer fruit (Amos 8:1) is usually har-
vested in August and September.

Besides the early fruit and the regular crop of figs, occa-
sionally there are also “winter figs,” which ripen very late in
fall. People look forward to them just as they do to the early
fruit, because they too are out of season. With three crops of
fruit, the fig tree bears nearly half of the time.

Leaves and fruit appear together on the fig tree, somewhat
spectacularly, because they come after the other trees are
green. They are, therefore, a sign that summer is near
(Matthew 24:32). The fig tree, all leafed out, could be expected
to have fruit. When one did not, Jesus cursed it as a hypocrite.
Seeming to be what it was not, it did not have even green
figs—“nothing but leaves.” (See also Mark 11:13.)

Figs furnished a palatable and very nutritious fresh fruit
over a long season of each year. When dried in the sun and
packed away in pottery jars or in matted-together “cakes,” figs

Fig branch and fruit
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were available for food the year round (1 Samuel 25:18).
Palestine produced so many figs that they were exported to
Western nations.

The prophet Amos mentions sycamore fruit (Amos 7:14).
These figs are smaller and less tasty than the cultivated variety.
They still grow wild along the highways just as they did when
Zacchaeus climbed up into one of them (Luke 19:4).

The date palm. Date
palms grew wild along the
mild shore of the Mediter-
ranean down towards the
Egyptian border and in the
tropical valley of the Jordan.
Jericho, in the Jordan Valley,
somewhat north of the Dead
Sea, was known as the “City of
Palm Trees.” Palms also grew
plentifully along the fringes of

the wilderness wherever a moist spot or a spring of water
made an oasis. The date palm was one of the most valuable
trees of the Near East, particularly in the wilderness region
(Exodus 15:27). Travelers have always depended upon this
fruit, which they could pick and eat raw along the way. Like
figs, dates were also dried and caked together for winter use.

Palm trees are also found in Jerusalem. Branches were cut
from palm trees and other trees along the way to give Jesus a
royal welcome as He rode into Jerusalem on the first Palm
Sunday (Matthew 21:8; Mark 11:8; John 12:13).

Pomegranates. The pomegranate tree is very much like
our hawthorn, or “thorn apple,” but taller. The fruit is larger
than an average apple. It has a sweet, tangy juice and some-
what reddish-purple seeds. It seems always to have been a
favorite fruit and is often mentioned in the Old Testament
(Haggai 2:19; Deuteronomy 8:8; Joel 1:12). Spiced wine was
made from its juice (Song of Solomon 8:2). A rich indigo dye,
used for leather and cloth, is derived from its rind. Miniature
pomegranates of blue, purple, and scarlet, alternating with

The date palm
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golden bells, decorated the hem of the high priest’s robe used
in the tabernacle service in the wilderness (Exodus 28:33–34).
Brass pomegranates adorned the pillars of Solomon’s temple
(2 Kings 25:17).

Apples or apricots, peaches, and citrus fruits. Apples
are referred to in various passages (Proverbs 25:11; Joel 1:12;
Song of Solomon 2:3, 5). Some botanists think that these pas-
sages refer rather to apricots. Apricots, peaches, oranges, and
lemons flourish throughout the mild Mediterranean region.
However, they are not mentioned in Scripture. Today Israel
grows oranges extensively. Mulberry trees did not exist in
ancient Palestine (wrongly translated in 2 Samuel 5:23–24 and
1 Chronicles 14:15). Today they are grown particularly as food
for silkworms and sheep.

Nut trees. Almonds were among the very earliest trees to
blossom in spring. They seem to have always been plentiful
throughout the Near East (Genesis 43:11; Exodus 25:33; Eccle-
siastes 12:5). They burst into bloom so suddenly as to be
proverbial (Jeremiah 1:11). Walnuts are also common through-
out Palestine. Shelled almonds and walnuts are mixed with
dried raisins and figs and used at meals, and they are carried
by shepherds and travelers for food along the way.

Apparently oak trees were very plentiful in Palestine.
Rebekah’s nurse was buried under an oak near Bethel (Gene-
sis 35:8). Absalom caught his head in the thick boughs of a

The pomegranate Almonds



great oak (2 Samuel 18:9). The fallen people of God carried on
their adulterous worship among the oaks of the high places
(Hosea 4:13). Like the cedars of Lebanon, the oaks of Bashan
were proverbial for their wood (Isaiah 2:13; Ezekiel 27:6).

Acorns from the oaks—
and the pods, or “husks,” of
the carob tree with their bean-
sized dark-brown seeds—still
fatten the herds of pigs raised
by the Gentile inhabitants of
Palestine, just as they did in
the days of the lost (prodigal)
son and the unfortunate
Gadarenes (Luke 15:16; 8:32).

Review Questions and Exercises
1. From Isaiah’s description (5:1–7), show how a vineyard

was developed. Why was this such an effective illustration
for Isaiah’s purpose? for today?

2. Why were olive trees so important for life in Palestine?
Comment on the life pattern of olive trees.

3. How does the story of the fig tree (Matthew 21:19–22;
Mark 11:12–14) help explain the growth of that fruit? Why
were figs important for life in Palestine?

4. Where in Palestine are palm trees found? Why did palm
branches play a symbolic role in the Palm Sunday event?

Additional Activities
1. Comment on the significance of Isaiah’s prophecy, “I have

trodden the winepress alone,” for Jesus’ work (Isaiah
63:1–6).

2. Why were dried fruits so important for the life and health
of people in ancient times? Try to find out their food value.

3. Use clay to make a miniature olive-press.
4. Build a miniature vineyard watchtower.

“Husks” of the carob tree
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